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Higgsday

4th July 2012:  ATLAS and CMS have observed a new state, with mass ~ 125 GeV.
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Is it the SM Higgs?           We need to measure its couplings!

Phys.Lett. B716 (2012) 1-29
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Higgs couplings

• Diphoton rate ~ 1.5-2, SM still compatible at 2 sigma. 

• Tau, bottoms < SM ? 

• Gauge bosons above (below) SM for ATLAS (CMS).
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Higgs potential: self couplings
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Higgs pairs: 
production and decay
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Cross sections @ LHC 14 TeV

Focus in 120-130 GeV: other modes are 10% of GGF.

Gluon fusion is dominant over the whole mass range.
 Glover, van der Bij, Nucl. Phys. B 309, 282 (1988);  Plehn, Spira and Zerwas, Nucl. Phys. B 479, 46 (1996), [Erratum-ibid. B 531, 655 (1998)]

K-factor ~2 ;  scale variation @ LO (NLO) 30 (20) %
Dawson, Dittmaier and Spira, Phys. Rev. D58, 115012 (1998)

Cross section computed with HPAIR (http://people.web.psi.ch/spira/hpair/)
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2 topologies, each with 2 Lorentz structures (1 and 2):

Desirable: BSM models that mitigate the box-triangle interference.

NLO QCD can be reproduced by LO * K-factor (to an accuracy of 1%).

Anatomy of the cross section

FIG. 1: The double Higgs boson production process gg → hh via gluon fusion at the hadron

collider.

the dimension six operator in the Higgs potential[29, 34]. Quantum corrections to the hhh
coupling constant due to the bosonic loop can also provide the constant shift of the hhh

coupling constant approximately [7].
At the LHC, the largest cross section of the Higgs boson pair production comes from the

gluon fusion mechanism [16–18]. Feynman diagrams for gg → hh are depicted in FIG. 1.
The triangular loop diagrams contain information of the hhh coupling constant. The parton

level cross sections are calculated at the leading order as [17]
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where F! is the loop function for the triangular diagram, while F! and G! are those for box
diagrams which, respectively, correspond to the invariant amplitudes for same and opposite

polarizations of incoming gluons [21]: see Appendix B. The invariant mass distribution can
be obtained by multiplying the gluon-gluon luminosity function as

dσ(gg → hh)

dMhh
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, (4)
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τ
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x
fg(x, µF = Mhh)fg(τ/x, µF = Mhh), (5)

where fg(x, µF ) is the parton distribution function of gluons. In our numerical calculation,
the CTEQ6L parton distribution function is used [35]. The loop integrals are evaluated by

a package; LoopTools [36].
It is well known that this process receives large QCD corrections 3. Although the NLO

calculation is very important in evaluating this process, throughout this paper we totally

3 The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections to this process have been computed in the heavy

top-quark mass limit in Ref. [37], which give an over all factor K $ 1.9 (K-factor) for µ
F
= Mhh. The

smaller value of K $ 1.65 for µF = mh was suggested by Ref. [21]. The correction mainly comes from the

initial state radiation of gluons. It is known that this kind of approximation works well in the single Higgs

production via the gluon fusion mechanism, where the NLO cross section is evaluated by the leading order

gg → h cross section for a finite top-quark mass with the K-factor in the large mt limit. The running of

strong coupling constant can also change the cross section by 25–50% [21].
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1 0.57.Our fit:
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Branching ratios and rates

Hadronic decays dominate: semileptonic mode 7.5% @ 125 GeV

Total rate for                                          (before any cuts) 2.34 fb.     (           )

        “most promising channel” S=6, B=11 with 600 fb-1

           best prospects: S=57, B=119 with 600 fb-1 . 

gg → hh → bb̄W+W− → bb̄lνjj

bb̄τ+τ−

bb̄γγ

A. Papaefstathiou, L. L. Yang, JZ (arXiv 1209.1489)

Baur, Plehn, Rainwater PRD 69, 053004 
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Event generation 
and analysis
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Event generation
• Signal: MG/ME (private model from R. Frederix)

• PDFs: CTEQ6L1 (LO) and CT10 (NLO)

• Shower and hadronization: HERWIG++

• Jet clustering: FASTJET 3.0.3

• Backgrounds:     (HERWIG++) and W+ jets (ALPGEN) MLM-matched.

• Approx. NNLO rate    : 240 pb (uncertainty 10%). 3

Process σinitial (fb) σbasic (fb)

hh → bb̄�νjj 2.34 0.134

tt̄ → bb̄�νjj 240× 103 15.5

W (→ �ν)bb̄+jets 2.17× 103 0.97

W (→ �ν)+jets 2.636× 106 O(0.01)

h(→ �νjj)+jets 36.11 O(0.0001)

h(→ �νjj)bb̄ 6.22 O(0.001)

h(→ bb̄) +WW (→ �νjj) 0.0252 -

TABLE I. Cross sections for the signal and backgrounds be-
fore (second column) and after (third column) the ‘basic’ cuts.
For the irreducible backgrounds where true b-quarks are not
present, a miss-b-tagging probability of 1% for light jets are
included. The MLM-matching is applied to the Wbb̄+jets,
W+jets and h+jets processes.

4. A second fat jet with pT > 40 GeV andm > 5 GeV,
which, together with the lepton and �ET , can recon-
struct the W -decaying Higgs boson (h2). This jet
will be considered as candidate for the hadronically
decaying W boson, and will be referred to as Wh.

In the above, b-tagging is implemented in the event gener-
ators by keeping the lightest B-hadrons stable. Through-
out this work we assume a b-tagging efficiency of 70%.
The reconstruction of the W -decaying Higgs boson is
achieved by solving the set of equations m2

h = (p� + pν +
pWh)

2 and p2ν = 0, where the transverse components of
pν are identified with those of the missing transverse mo-
mentum. Here we assume that the mass of the Higgs
boson will already have been measured to a reasonable
accuracy. Note that since the equations are quadratic,
there are two solutions for the z-component of momen-
tum of the neutrino. It is, however, not possible to decide
which is the correct one and we therefore do not use this
information in our analysis. Here we reject events giving
complex solutions, although one may adopt some imag-
inary part ‘tolerance’ to accommodate the smearing of
the momenta by detector effects [23].

The conditions described above will be referred to as
the ‘basic’ cuts, and already provide strong rejection
against backgrounds. Table I shows the starting cross
sections for the processes considered as well as the re-
sulting cross sections after the ‘basic’ cuts. Among the
irreducible backgrounds where the final states are exactly
the same as our signal, the important ones are tt̄ and
Wbb̄+jets, which we will further analyze, while the hbb̄
and hWW processes are negligible. The W+jets back-
ground requires two miss-b-tagged light jets to fake our
signal. We estimate the rejection factor as follows: for the
W+jets inclusive sample, we pick the hardest filtered fat
jet and, assuming that its two hardest filtered subjets are
miss-b-tagged, we apply the ‘basic’ cuts to the event. We
multiply the resultant cross section by the light jet rejec-
tion factor (10−4, assuming the light jet miss-b-tag prob-
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FIG. 2. Distributions for signal and backgrounds of (a) pT,h1

after the basic cuts; and (b) Rbb̄,h1
, (c) mh1 , (d) mWh after

the basic cuts and pT,h1 > 240 GeV.

ability to be 1%) for two jets. The h+jets background
also requires miss-b-tags, for which we work in the same
way as with the W+jets. These reducible backgrounds
are found to be irrelevant after the ‘basic’ cuts.

We investigate in further detail the hh signal versus
the tt̄ and Wbb̄+jets backgrounds, going beyond the ‘ba-
sic’ cuts. We show the signal (S) and background (B)
distributions to demonstrate the set of cuts that provides
a high significance, while retaining a reasonable number
of signal events in order to keep the statistical error un-
der control. We show in Fig. 2(a) the pT,h1 distributions,
where we see that the signal tends to have a larger pT
for the Higgs candidate. We therefore impose a harder
cut pT,h1 > 240 GeV and subsequently consider the (b)
Rbb̄,h1

(distance between the h1 fat jet and the bb̄ sub-
system), (c) mh1 and (d) mWh distributions. One can
observe that significant background rejection can be ob-
tained by selecting mWh around the W boson mass mW ,
requiring that the b and b̄ subjets are more symmetri-
cally distributed in the fat jet h1 by choosing a small
Rbb̄,h1

, and imposing a mass window for mh1 around
the true Higgs mass mh. We choose mWh > 65 GeV,
mh1 ∈ [120 − 130] GeV and Rbb̄,h1

< 0.06. Using these
simple cuts, we obtain about 4.6 signal and 2.6 back-
ground events at 600 fb−1, thus getting S/

√
S +B ∼ 1.7,

and a significance of 2.2σ. To gain more discriminating
power, we explored in more detail the kinematic distribu-
tions of the various objects. While a cut-based method
is possible (we managed to achieve 2.5σ with S ≈ 4 and
B ≈ 1), we performed a more dedicated multivariate
analysis for that purpose. To this end we employ the
boosted decision tree (BDT) method [24] implemented
in the ROOT TMVA package [25]. In addition to our previ-
ous set of variables, we add the following: pT,h2 , pT,Wh ,

tt̄

tt̄

Ahrens, Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang, PLB 703, 135 
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tained by selecting mWh around the W boson mass mW ,
requiring that the b and b̄ subjets are more symmetri-
cally distributed in the fat jet h1 by choosing a small
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, and imposing a mass window for mh1 around
the true Higgs mass mh. We choose mWh > 65 GeV,
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< 0.06. Using these
simple cuts, we obtain about 4.6 signal and 2.6 back-
ground events at 600 fb−1, thus getting S/

√
S +B ∼ 1.7,

and a significance of 2.2σ. To gain more discriminating
power, we explored in more detail the kinematic distribu-
tions of the various objects. While a cut-based method
is possible (we managed to achieve 2.5σ with S ≈ 4 and
B ≈ 1), we performed a more dedicated multivariate
analysis for that purpose. To this end we employ the
boosted decision tree (BDT) method [24] implemented
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Ahrens, Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang, PLB 703, 135 

Backgrounds 
are 105 larger 
than signal!!! 
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Event generation
• Signal: MG/ME (private model from R. Frederix)

• PDFs: CTEQ6L1 (LO) and CT10 (NLO)

• Shower and hadronization: HERWIG++

• Jet clustering: FASTJET 3.0.3

• Backgrounds:     (HERWIG++) and W+ jets (ALPGEN) MLM-matched.

• Approx. NNLO rate    : 240 pb (uncertainty 10%). 3

Process σinitial (fb) σbasic (fb)

hh → bb̄�νjj 2.34 0.134

tt̄ → bb̄�νjj 240× 103 15.5

W (→ �ν)bb̄+jets 2.17× 103 0.97

W (→ �ν)+jets 2.636× 106 O(0.01)

h(→ �νjj)+jets 36.11 O(0.0001)

h(→ �νjj)bb̄ 6.22 O(0.001)

h(→ bb̄) +WW (→ �νjj) 0.0252 -

TABLE I. Cross sections for the signal and backgrounds be-
fore (second column) and after (third column) the ‘basic’ cuts.
For the irreducible backgrounds where true b-quarks are not
present, a miss-b-tagging probability of 1% for light jets are
included. The MLM-matching is applied to the Wbb̄+jets,
W+jets and h+jets processes.

4. A second fat jet with pT > 40 GeV andm > 5 GeV,
which, together with the lepton and �ET , can recon-
struct the W -decaying Higgs boson (h2). This jet
will be considered as candidate for the hadronically
decaying W boson, and will be referred to as Wh.

In the above, b-tagging is implemented in the event gener-
ators by keeping the lightest B-hadrons stable. Through-
out this work we assume a b-tagging efficiency of 70%.
The reconstruction of the W -decaying Higgs boson is
achieved by solving the set of equations m2

h = (p� + pν +
pWh)

2 and p2ν = 0, where the transverse components of
pν are identified with those of the missing transverse mo-
mentum. Here we assume that the mass of the Higgs
boson will already have been measured to a reasonable
accuracy. Note that since the equations are quadratic,
there are two solutions for the z-component of momen-
tum of the neutrino. It is, however, not possible to decide
which is the correct one and we therefore do not use this
information in our analysis. Here we reject events giving
complex solutions, although one may adopt some imag-
inary part ‘tolerance’ to accommodate the smearing of
the momenta by detector effects [23].

The conditions described above will be referred to as
the ‘basic’ cuts, and already provide strong rejection
against backgrounds. Table I shows the starting cross
sections for the processes considered as well as the re-
sulting cross sections after the ‘basic’ cuts. Among the
irreducible backgrounds where the final states are exactly
the same as our signal, the important ones are tt̄ and
Wbb̄+jets, which we will further analyze, while the hbb̄
and hWW processes are negligible. The W+jets back-
ground requires two miss-b-tagged light jets to fake our
signal. We estimate the rejection factor as follows: for the
W+jets inclusive sample, we pick the hardest filtered fat
jet and, assuming that its two hardest filtered subjets are
miss-b-tagged, we apply the ‘basic’ cuts to the event. We
multiply the resultant cross section by the light jet rejec-
tion factor (10−4, assuming the light jet miss-b-tag prob-
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FIG. 2. Distributions for signal and backgrounds of (a) pT,h1

after the basic cuts; and (b) Rbb̄,h1
, (c) mh1 , (d) mWh after

the basic cuts and pT,h1 > 240 GeV.

ability to be 1%) for two jets. The h+jets background
also requires miss-b-tags, for which we work in the same
way as with the W+jets. These reducible backgrounds
are found to be irrelevant after the ‘basic’ cuts.

We investigate in further detail the hh signal versus
the tt̄ and Wbb̄+jets backgrounds, going beyond the ‘ba-
sic’ cuts. We show the signal (S) and background (B)
distributions to demonstrate the set of cuts that provides
a high significance, while retaining a reasonable number
of signal events in order to keep the statistical error un-
der control. We show in Fig. 2(a) the pT,h1 distributions,
where we see that the signal tends to have a larger pT
for the Higgs candidate. We therefore impose a harder
cut pT,h1 > 240 GeV and subsequently consider the (b)
Rbb̄,h1

(distance between the h1 fat jet and the bb̄ sub-
system), (c) mh1 and (d) mWh distributions. One can
observe that significant background rejection can be ob-
tained by selecting mWh around the W boson mass mW ,
requiring that the b and b̄ subjets are more symmetri-
cally distributed in the fat jet h1 by choosing a small
Rbb̄,h1

, and imposing a mass window for mh1 around
the true Higgs mass mh. We choose mWh > 65 GeV,
mh1 ∈ [120 − 130] GeV and Rbb̄,h1

< 0.06. Using these
simple cuts, we obtain about 4.6 signal and 2.6 back-
ground events at 600 fb−1, thus getting S/

√
S +B ∼ 1.7,

and a significance of 2.2σ. To gain more discriminating
power, we explored in more detail the kinematic distribu-
tions of the various objects. While a cut-based method
is possible (we managed to achieve 2.5σ with S ≈ 4 and
B ≈ 1), we performed a more dedicated multivariate
analysis for that purpose. To this end we employ the
boosted decision tree (BDT) method [24] implemented
in the ROOT TMVA package [25]. In addition to our previ-
ous set of variables, we add the following: pT,h2 , pT,Wh ,

tt̄

tt̄
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Analysis (I)
Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam, Phys.Rev.Lett. 100 (2008) 242001 BDRS: 

1- Fat jet (FASTJET) : CA with R = 1.4, pTj > 40 GeV

3- Filtering: recluster with                              .Rfilt = min(0.35, Rbb̄)

(µ = 0.667)mji < µmj (mass drop)

(ycut > 0.09)y =
min(p2T,j1

, p2T,j2
)

m2
j

∆R2
j1,j2 > ycut

2

b Rbb Rfilt

Rbbg

b
R

mass drop filter

FIG. 1: The three stages of our jet analysis: starting from a hard massive jet on angular scale R, one identifies the Higgs
neighbourhood within it by undoing the clustering (effectively shrinking the jet radius) until the jet splits into two subjets
each with a significantly lower mass; within this region one then further reduces the radius to Rfilt and takes the three hardest
subjets, so as to filter away UE contamination while retaining hard perturbative radiation from the Higgs decay products.

objects (particles) i and j, recombines the closest pair,
updates the set of distances and repeats the procedure
until all objects are separated by a ∆Rij > R, where R
is a parameter of the algorithm. It provides a hierarchical
structure for the clustering, like the K⊥algorithm [9, 10],
but in angles rather than in relative transverse momenta
(both are implemented in FastJet 2.3[11]).

Given a hard jet j, obtained with some radius R, we
then use the following new iterative decomposition proce-
dure to search for a generic boosted heavy-particle decay.
It involves two dimensionless parameters, µ and ycut:

1. Break the jet j into two subjets by undoing its last
stage of clustering. Label the two subjets j1, j2 such
that mj1 > mj2 .

2. If there was a significant mass drop (MD), mj1 <
µmj, and the splitting is not too asymmetric, y =
min(p2

tj1
,p2

tj2
)

m2

j

∆R2
j1,j2

> ycut, then deem j to be the

heavy-particle neighbourhood and exit the loop.
Note that y ! min(ptj1 , ptj2)/ max(ptj1 , ptj2).

1

3. Otherwise redefine j to be equal to j1 and go back
to step 1.

The final jet j is to be considered as the candidate Higgs
boson if both j1 and j2 have b tags. One can then identify
Rbb̄ with ∆Rj1j2 . The effective size of jet j will thus be
just sufficient to contain the QCD radiation from the
Higgs decay, which, because of angular ordering [12, 13,
14], will almost entirely be emitted in the two angular
cones of size Rbb̄ around the b quarks.

The two parameters µ and ycut may be chosen inde-
pendently of the Higgs mass and pT . Taking µ ! 1/

√
3

ensures that if, in its rest frame, the Higgs decays to a
Mercedes bb̄g configuration, then it will still trigger the
mass drop condition (we actually take µ = 0.67). The cut
on y ! min(zj1 , zj2)/ max(zj1 , zj2) eliminates the asym-
metric configurations that most commonly generate sig-
nificant jet masses in non-b or single-b jets, due to the

1 Note also that this ycut is related to, but not the same as, that
used to calculate the splitting scale in [5, 6], which takes the jet
pT as the reference scale rather than the jet mass.

Jet definition σS/fb σB/fb S/
√

B · fb

C/A, R = 1.2, MD-F 0.57 0.51 0.80

K⊥, R = 1.0, ycut 0.19 0.74 0.22

SISCone, R = 0.8 0.49 1.33 0.42

TABLE I: Cross section for signal and the Z+jets background
in the leptonic Z channel for 200 < pTZ/GeV < 600 and
110 < mJ/GeV < 125, with perfect b-tagging; shown for
our jet definition, and other standard ones at near optimal R
values.

soft gluon divergence. It can be shown that the maxi-
mum S/

√
B for a Higgs boson compared to mistagged

light jets is to be obtained with ycut ! 0.15. Since we
have mixed tagged and mistagged backgrounds, we use a
slightly smaller value, ycut = 0.09.

In practice the above procedure is not yet optimal
for LHC at the transverse momenta of interest, pT ∼
200 − 300 GeV because, from eq. (1), Rbb̄ ! 2mh/pT is
still quite large and the resulting Higgs mass peak is sub-
ject to significant degradation from the underlying event
(UE), which scales as R4

bb̄
[15]. A second novel element

of our analysis is to filter the Higgs neighbourhood. This
involves resolving it on a finer angular scale, Rfilt < Rbb̄,
and taking the three hardest objects (subjets) that ap-
pear — thus one captures the dominant O (αs) radiation
from the Higgs decay, while eliminating much of the UE
contamination. We find Rfilt = min(0.3, Rbb̄/2) to be
rather effective. We also require the two hardest of the
subjets to have the b tags.

The overall procedure is sketched in Fig. 1. We il-
lustrate its effectiveness by showing in table I (a) the
cross section for identified Higgs decays in HZ produc-
tion, with mh = 115 GeV and a reconstructed mass re-
quired to be in an moderately narrow (but experimen-
tally realistic) mass window, and (b) the cross section
for background Zbb̄ events in the same mass window.
Our results (C/A MD-F) are compared to those for the
K⊥algorithm with the same ycut and the SISCone [16]
algorithm based just on the jet mass. The K⊥algorithm
does well on background rejection, but suffers in mass
resolution, leading to a low signal; SISCone takes in less
UE so gives good resolution on the signal, however, be-
cause it ignores the underlying substructure, fares poorly
on background rejection. C/A MD-F performs well both

2- Subjets                     have to fulfill:              j1, j2 (mj1 > mj2)

i)

ii)
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Analysis (II)

Basic cuts
Isolated lepton: plT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5,

�
R=0.15

pvisT < 0.1 plT

/ET > 10 GeV in |η| < 5.0

Fat jet: pT > 40 GeV, m > 5 GeV (Wh candidate)

Higgs reconstruction: (pl + pν + pWh)
2
= m2

h and p2ν = 0

Fat jet with j1, j2 b-tagged, pT > 180 GeV: h1 (h → bb̄)

b

b̄

h2 h1

ν

l
W

W

j

j

Wh
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After the basic cuts
3

Process σinitial (fb) σbasic (fb)

hh → bb̄�νjj 2.34 0.134

tt̄ → bb̄�νjj 240× 103 15.5

W (→ �ν)bb̄+jets 2.17× 103 0.97

W (→ �ν)+jets 2.636× 106 O(0.01)

h(→ �νjj)+jets 36.11 O(0.0001)

h(→ �νjj)bb̄ 6.22 O(0.001)

h(→ bb̄) +WW (→ �νjj) 0.0252 -

TABLE I. Cross sections for the signal and backgrounds be-
fore (second column) and after (third column) the ‘basic’ cuts.
For the irreducible backgrounds where true b-quarks are not
present, a miss-b-tagging probability of 1% for light jets are
included. The MLM-matching is applied to the Wbb̄+jets,
W+jets and h+jets processes.

4. A second fat jet with pT > 40 GeV andm > 5 GeV,
which, together with the lepton and �ET , can recon-
struct the W -decaying Higgs boson (h2). This jet
will be considered as candidate for the hadronically
decaying W boson, and will be referred to as Wh.

In the above, b-tagging is implemented in the event gener-
ators by keeping the lightest B-hadrons stable. Through-
out this work we assume a b-tagging efficiency of 70%.
The reconstruction of the W -decaying Higgs boson is
achieved by solving the set of equations m2

h = (p� + pν +
pWh)

2 and p2ν = 0, where the transverse components of
pν are identified with those of the missing transverse mo-
mentum. Here we assume that the mass of the Higgs
boson will already have been measured to a reasonable
accuracy. Note that since the equations are quadratic,
there are two solutions for the z-component of momen-
tum of the neutrino. It is, however, not possible to decide
which is the correct one and we therefore do not use this
information in our analysis. Here we reject events giving
complex solutions, although one may adopt some imag-
inary part ‘tolerance’ to accommodate the smearing of
the momenta by detector effects [23].

The conditions described above will be referred to as
the ‘basic’ cuts, and already provide strong rejection
against backgrounds. Table I shows the starting cross
sections for the processes considered as well as the re-
sulting cross sections after the ‘basic’ cuts. Among the
irreducible backgrounds where the final states are exactly
the same as our signal, the important ones are tt̄ and
Wbb̄+jets, which we will further analyze, while the hbb̄
and hWW processes are negligible. The W+jets back-
ground requires two miss-b-tagged light jets to fake our
signal. We estimate the rejection factor as follows: for the
W+jets inclusive sample, we pick the hardest filtered fat
jet and, assuming that its two hardest filtered subjets are
miss-b-tagged, we apply the ‘basic’ cuts to the event. We
multiply the resultant cross section by the light jet rejec-
tion factor (10−4, assuming the light jet miss-b-tag prob-
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FIG. 2. Distributions for signal and backgrounds of (a) pT,h1

after the basic cuts; and (b) Rbb̄,h1
, (c) mh1 , (d) mWh after

the basic cuts and pT,h1 > 240 GeV.

ability to be 1%) for two jets. The h+jets background
also requires miss-b-tags, for which we work in the same
way as with the W+jets. These reducible backgrounds
are found to be irrelevant after the ‘basic’ cuts.

We investigate in further detail the hh signal versus
the tt̄ and Wbb̄+jets backgrounds, going beyond the ‘ba-
sic’ cuts. We show the signal (S) and background (B)
distributions to demonstrate the set of cuts that provides
a high significance, while retaining a reasonable number
of signal events in order to keep the statistical error un-
der control. We show in Fig. 2(a) the pT,h1 distributions,
where we see that the signal tends to have a larger pT
for the Higgs candidate. We therefore impose a harder
cut pT,h1 > 240 GeV and subsequently consider the (b)
Rbb̄,h1

(distance between the h1 fat jet and the bb̄ sub-
system), (c) mh1 and (d) mWh distributions. One can
observe that significant background rejection can be ob-
tained by selecting mWh around the W boson mass mW ,
requiring that the b and b̄ subjets are more symmetri-
cally distributed in the fat jet h1 by choosing a small
Rbb̄,h1

, and imposing a mass window for mh1 around
the true Higgs mass mh. We choose mWh > 65 GeV,
mh1 ∈ [120 − 130] GeV and Rbb̄,h1

< 0.06. Using these
simple cuts, we obtain about 4.6 signal and 2.6 back-
ground events at 600 fb−1, thus getting S/

√
S +B ∼ 1.7,

and a significance of 2.2σ. To gain more discriminating
power, we explored in more detail the kinematic distribu-
tions of the various objects. While a cut-based method
is possible (we managed to achieve 2.5σ with S ≈ 4 and
B ≈ 1), we performed a more dedicated multivariate
analysis for that purpose. To this end we employ the
boosted decision tree (BDT) method [24] implemented
in the ROOT TMVA package [25]. In addition to our previ-
ous set of variables, we add the following: pT,h2 , pT,Wh ,

•  B-tagging efficiency 70%, light jet rejection 100 (1%          ).

•  Single Higgs and W+light jets backgrounds can be safely neglected.

•  Basic cuts keep 5% (signal), 0.05% (wbbj), 0.005% (tt).
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p Our cuts

pT,h1 > 240 GeV

Rbb̄h1
< 0.06

mh1 ∈ [120− 130] GeV

mWh > 65 GeV

S=4.5, B=2.4

S ≈ 4, B ≈ 1, σ = 2.5Further improvement (                         ) requires cutting on several more variables.

This calls for a multivariate analysis: BDT (Boosted Decision Tree).

TMVA ROOT package 
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Background (test)

Signal (training)
Background (training)

BDT output

S ≈ 9, B ≈ 5, σ = 3.1

pT,h2 , pT,Wh , pT,h1h2 , Rh1,Wh , MT,�ν , ∆φ�,ν , ∆φWl,Wh .

• Input variables: from last slide we have              

we add a few more: 

• BDT output:

• Underlying event on signal does not affect the result.

• Including                         , we obtain       3.6 (3.0) using BDT (cut-based). W → τντ (�τ = 0.7)

pT,h1 , Rbb̄h1
, mh1 , mWh .

σ =
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Conclusions 

• This channel was discarded in previous studies due to large    background.

• We have studied the 14 TeV LHC reach of                                        .gg → hh → bb̄W+W− → bb̄lνjj

• Further improvements might be obtained combining channels (future work). 

• Significance of 3.6 (3.0) with 600 fb-1 using a BDT (cut-based) analysis.

   (compare to 1.6 in        and 4.85 in            . )bb̄γγ bb̄τ+τ−

• We exploit jet substructure techniques (BDRS) to enhance the sensitivity.

tt̄

• Initial S/B ~ 10-5, ‘basic cuts’ bring down to 10 -2. 

• After ‘basic cuts’ no single “background killer”: multivariate analysis.
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